Welcome to the NIGF
October 3rd 2019
Introduced by Mark Dennis from Evolve
North

What is the NIGF?
• A non commercial forum to discuss and communicate •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Protection issues
Legislation
Practicalities
Share ideas
Review the threats we face
Improve the quality of the support and services we collectively deliver
But above all else “every days a school day”

How did this start?
• A self help group for Data Protection and Cyber Security folks?
•
•
•
•
•
•

GDPR, ISO, PCI DSS, NIS, PECR, e Privacy, DPA 2018, DSP Toolkit………
ICO guidance (or lack of it)?
We have become an (unwelcome) cost of doing business

A real need to share challenges
A real need to share experience
We are not the most “popular” people within an organisation

Introduction/Agenda
•

9.45 – 10.30: Session 1 - The Challenges of Implementing Data Protection in a Diverse
Organisation - Alex Hodge, Grosvenor Estate

•

Alex Hodge has been Information Governance of the Grosvenor Estate for nearly 5 years and is
based near Chester.

•

10.30 – 11: 00: Session 2 - Data Privacy - The Virgin Money Experience - Dan Hunter, Virgin
Money

•

Dan Hunter is a Data Privacy Business Partner at Virgin Money and has worked with the firm for
almost 19 years. 11 – 11.15: Coffee and comfort break

•

11.15 – 11.45: Session 3 - GDPR Certification Scheme and Brexit Update - Helen McElroy,
Evolve North

•

Helen McElroy is a Senior Information Governance Specialist with Evolve North. She has over
20 years of experience of implementing data protection, at a local, regional ,and national level.

•

11.45 – 12.30: NIGF Review and open forum session. Opportunity to discuss objectives,
formats, speakers and what people what to get out of the NIGF as a whole.

•

12.30: Lunch

•

•
•

Sponsors
Currently the sponsors are
• Virgin Money
• Newcastle Gateshead Initiative
• On Line Systems
• Evolve North
What do sponsors get in return
• A warm feeling of having helped
• Little else
We will need some additional sponsors for each event and that can include
• Financial (typically around £300 contribution per event)
• Physical (providing meeting/event space)

Most importantly the NIGF is all of you
• The NIGF requires input and support from all of us
• It needs speakers and topics from all of us
• You need to drive/request content
• Its going to take a while to get it to work well
• It will need help and support for venues and sponsorship
• Nothing is set in stone
• The NIGF is owned by all of us

And finally
Thank you all for coming and supporting this
event

